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O
ne of my acquaintances who works in the diplomatic security

field recently asked me why India is so quiet lately. He said

that he expected a big country like India to raise its voice

over conflicts with neighboring countries and global issues,

but India seems to keep silent for the most part. India’s silence is most likely

calculated. A crouching tiger awaiting an opportunity to catch a rabbit might

be an appropriate analogy for India. India’s quarry is a permanent seat on

the UN Security Council. 

At the end of 2010, after a wait of nearly 20 years, India was elected a

non-permanent member of the UN Security Council (UNSC) for a two-year

term. From 2011 to 2012, India will make every diplomatic effort in

campaigning for the reorganization of the UNSC. 

India has already garnered support from the five permanent members in

its attempt to get a permanent seat on the UN Security Council. Russia has



pledged to actively cooperate with India during the period of 2011-2012,

while India is a non-permanent member. Such support was won as a result

of India’s long and strenuous efforts. What lies ahead for India is

maintaining the status quo until it becomes a permanent member. This is

why India is keeping silent in diplomatic matters.

○● India biding its time instead of confronting China

India seems to be trying its best to not displease China especially. India’s

stance is well represented in its responses to China, which is trying to secure

power in the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea. In order to restrain

India and to assume hegemony in the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal,

China supported the construction of the Port of Gwadar in Pakistan and the

Port of Chittagong in Bangladesh, and finally the Port of Hambantota in Sri

Lanka, which was completed last year. 

The fact that China supported the construction of ports in three South

Asian countries surrounding India, and secured its rights to use them, brings

detrimental changes to the security environment surrounding India.

However, India did not condemn China’s actions or voice any grievances

against China’s expansion policies. India just prepared itself to curtail and

block China’s influence. As soon as the first phase of the construction of the

Port of Hambantota in Sri Lanka was completed, India set up a consulate in

Hambantota. Instead of making an issue of or publicly criticizing China’s

expansion policies in the international arena, India chose to find out China’s

intentions and to block China’s influence through its consulate.

Even when an Indian naval ship was harassed by the Chinese navy in

open waters, India did not publicly raise an objection or insist on making an

issue of the matter. India’s INS Airavat, an amphibious assault vessel, sailed

from the Vietnamese port of Nha Trang, and a Chinese warship demanded

that the Indian ship identify itself and explain its presence in international

waters. If China had been in India’s shoes, China would have strongly
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denounced India.

India, the traditional leading power of South Asia, naturally feels uneasy

about China’s influence expanding to the Indian Ocean and the Bay of

Bengal. Nevertheless, India chose quiet diplomacy over confrontation with

China. India determined that nothing good would come from provoking

China, after China has expressed its support for India’s candidacy for

permanent membership on the UNSC. Even if China’s endorsement of India

was “lip-service diplomacy”, India intends to make China’s support a

settled matter, and not to lose China’s endorsement. This kind of diplomacy

toward China is expected to last until India’s term as a non-permanent

member ends in 2012.

○● Quiet diplomacy with Pakistan 

Quiet diplomacy is also seen in India’s relations with Pakistan. Pakistan

has invaded India as many as four times. It has directly or indirectly

supported militant groups that constantly conduct terrorist activities against

India, primarily in Kashmir. A series of terrorist attacks in Mumbai were

allegedly conducted by Pakistan-based terrorist groups. India took a harsh

stance immediately after the attacks, but returned to its usual soft stance

over time. India’s primary reasons for maintaining appeasement policies

toward Pakistan are national security and peace-building in South Asia, but

The UNSC is comprised of fifteen members, including five

permanent members and ten elected non-permanent members with

two-year terms. The five permanent members are the main victorious

powers of World War II: the United States, the United Kingdom,

Russia, France, and China.

The UN Security Council
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Pakistan’s continuing opposition

to India’s bid for a permanent

seat on the UNSC was another

reason. In order to ease

Pakistan’s opposition, India tried

to address issues quietly rather

than amplifying conflicts with

Pakistan.

Quiet diplomacy can be interpreted as preventive diplomacy, but its

major goal is to ease conflicts and create an environment for conversation.

After a prolonged hiatus following the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks, India

and Pakistan created a mood of reconciliation through “cricket diplomacy”

at the end of March 2011. Pakistani Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani

accepted the invitation of Manmohan Singh, Indian Prime Minister, to

watch the Cricket World Cup semi-final between the two countries in

Mohali, India. Since then, the two nations have released each other’s

prisoners and have continued working toward amicable reconciliation.

India has superior military power to Pakistan. Still, India has only

defended against Pakistan’s invasions and terrorist attacks, and has never

invaded or attacked Pakistan first. Whenever India has had any conflict with

Pakistan, India has taken a short cool-down period, and then returned to

engagement policies to improve its relations with Pakistan. India’s efforts

have paid off at the end of 2010, when Pakistan back India for a non-

permanent UNSC seat. 

○● Limits to quiet diplomacy

With a permanent UNSC seat as the highest priority of its foreign policy,

India has lobbied in every direction. However, whether India will achieve its

goal is unclear. Even though India has been endorsed by all five permanent

members, daunting tasks still remain. Not all of the G4, an alliance of India,
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Japan, Germany, and Brazil, wishing for accession to permanent member

status, has garnered support from the five permanent members as India has.

In particular, China is strongly opposed to Japan’s accession; therefore, all

of the G4 nations becoming permanent members seems doubtful. India’s

sole accession to a permanent seat will be even more difficult.

In May of 2011, the G4 countries attempted to run for permanent seats

for the first time in six years, but they resigned in the face of opposition

from anti-G4 countries, including South Korea, China, and Italy.

With unfavorable international opinion, the G4 nations delayed their

plan to table a draft resolution at the UN general assembly. Only 70-80 of

the 192 UN members reportedly pledged to support the G4 countries. This

is far below the 128 affirmative votes needed for the necessary two-thirds

majority; therefore, the G4 countries’ dream of becoming permanent UNSC

members will not come true easily. The G4 has been failing to overcome

opposition from Uniting for Consensus (UfC), a movement comprised of

over forty countries, led by the G4’s rival countries. 

○● 2013─Foreign policies at a crossroads

The USA has demanded that India participate in international issues

more actively if it wants to be recognized as a responsible major power in

the international community. In particular, the USA wants India to raise its

voice on issues of democracy and human rights. However, India believes

that to do so would be premature, and that provoking China by discussing

democracy and human rights would be disadvantageous.

Still, India cannot afford to sit on its hands on international issues

indefinitely. The world will begin to doubt whether India has the will to

contribute to achieving peace and order in the international community. In

fact, India was criticized for its neutral stance on the unrest in Libya. The

longer India keeps silent on democracy and human rights issues, the weaker

India’s reputation as the world’s largest democracy will become.
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There is a possibility that India will soon face the dilemma of whether to

continue or abandon its quiet diplomacy. For India to be recognized as a

responsible major power, it must express opinions on international issues. If

India fails to comply with the demands of the international community, there

will be little need or justification for India becoming a permanent member

of the UNSC. With rebel groups controlling Libya, India finds itself in a

position where it will soon have to abandon its neutral stance for its own

interests.

If India deems that its election to a permanent UNSC seat will continue

to be delayed and challenged for a long time, it might shift from quiet

diplomacy to active diplomacy. India cannot afford to keep being pushed

around by China in South Asia. Beginning in 2013, when India’s term as a

non-permanent UNSC member ends, India is expected to  participate

actively in expanding the security belt that was formed to contain China,

connecting the USA, Japan, Australia, South Korea, Singapore, Indonesia,

and Vietnam.




